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Summary Information

| Repository: | Michigan Technological University Archives and Copper Country Historical Collections |
| Creator: | Michigan Technological University |
| Title: | Michigan Technological University collection on 2003 orientation week theme |
| ID: | MTU-251 |
| Date: | 2003 |
| Physical Description: | 0.01 cubic feet 1 folder |
| Language of the Material: | English |
| Mixed Materials [sc_box]: | MTU 3 |
| [folder]: | 3 |
| Abstract: | Collection, 2003, Michigan Technological University Collection on 2003 Orientation Week Theme. |

Preferred Citation

MTU-251, Michigan Technological University Collection on 2003 Orientation Week Theme, Michigan Technological University Archives and Copper Country Historical Collections, Houghton, Michigan.

Scope and Contents

Collection, 2003, Michigan Technological University Collection on 2003 Orientation Week Theme. The collection consists of "Your Journey Starts Here" Michigan Technological University student orientation binder with orientation button. Includes correspondence from Beth L. Wagner, Assistant Dean, First-Year Programs noting that the information in the binder shows how the University used their orientation theme throughout communications and programming. Includes examples of arrival and check-in mailing, parent newsletter, screen capture of orientation webpage, orientation postcard mailed to students, orientation
team leader training binder, orientation banner, nametag and welcome button, photographs of orientation team leader t-shirts, final schedule, events schedule, theme titles, photo of orientation water bottle, parent schedule, and thank you card.
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**Administrative Information**

**Publication Statement**

Michigan Technological University Archives and Copper Country Historical Collections

1400 Townsend Drive  
Houghton 49931  
copper@mtu.edu  
URL: [http://www.lib.mtu.edu/mtuarchives/](http://www.lib.mtu.edu/mtuarchives/)

**Conditions Governing Access**

Available for use in the Michigan Technological University Archives and Copper Country Historical Collections.

**Conditions Governing Use**

Various copying restrictions apply. Guidelines are available from Michigan Technological University Archives & Copper Country Historical Collections.
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**Controlled Access Headings**

- College student orientation -- Michigan -- Houghton -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.  
- College student orientation -- Student activities -- Michigan -- Houghton  
- Houghton (Mich.)  
- Ephemera (general object genre)  
- Photographs  
- Printed ephemera